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First of all, I’d like to thank Ear Aid Nepal to have selected me
for the bursary. I’m grateful to all charity trustees and donors
without whom this trip would never have been possible.
Let me first explain how it had been a rollercoaster ride for me
ever since I was selected for the bursary back in 2019. When I
was informed though an email, I was elated and felt out of the
world since it’s a dream for every new surgeons to get trained in
the UK, an epitome of excellence. With exchange of multiple
emails from Ms Rosie and arrangement of training and
observership in London including accommodation, I applied for
the visa and was granted one. With the Visa in one hand and a
flight ticket in another, I was all set to fly to the UK in May of
2022. But then Covid struck and the world came to a standstill.
A lot changed in following two years and gradually the situation improved. Once the travel
restrictions were lifted, Ear Aid Nepal showed its interest to renew the bursary and began arranging
for the trip. I went through the same cycle for visa application. I was glad because there were going
to be trainings and observerships in multiple cities of the UK with exposure to varieties of diseases.
Applied for the visa at VFS Center in Kathmandu and waited for the Visa. Meanwhile, I got to
know Sudhir Parajuli who is an ENT surgeon at Green Pasture’s Hospital supported by Ear Aid
Nepal. Sudhir would be accompanying me to the UK. At the Visa Office, VFS, the officers there
said that the Visa would arrive at the end of six weeks. There was no rush because I had applied
nearly 3 months before the due date of the training in Dundee which was Jun 21, 2022. At the end
of six weeks, I received an email stating that it would take 9-10 weeks as against 6 weeks as
promised earlier because of Ukraine war. Assuming and expecting that the visa would arrive by
Jun 17 which would be exactly ten weeks since I had applied for visa, I bought tickets for Jun 18,
2022 so that I would arrive in the UK by Jun 19, take a train to Dundee on Jun 20 and begin
temporal bone dissection course from Jun 21 onwards.
But things did not go as planned. From my hometown in Chitwan which is some 5 hours’ drive
away in the best of weather conditions, I packed my luggage to arrive in Kathmandu by the evening

of Jun 16 so that I could pick up the passport on Jun 17. On arriving at the center, we were told
that our passports were yet to arrive at Kathmandu. Sadly, they did not offer to give us any further
information.
With heavy heart, I went back to Chitwan to continue my routine. Ten days later, I received a call
from VFS. I informed Sudhir of the same. We rushed to Kathmandu, grabbed the passports and
took the earliest possible flight. Unfortunately, we missed the training course in Dundee. Still, Ear
Aid Nepal made up for this by adding another week of training in Bristol.
In the evening of Jun 02, 2022, we boarded FlyDubai Airlines to Dubai. We had an eight hour long
transit in Dubai. We arrived at Gatwick after midday on Jun 03. Since it was the biggest passenger
airplane, Airbus A380-800, it took a while for us to clear the immigration because of the long
queue. Ms Rosie had booked us a bus to Bristol at 2:20pm. When we exited the airport, it was
already 2:15 pm. I’m thankful to Ms Rosie for coming to Gatwick all the way from Oxford to
receive us with a SIM card and an ATM Debit card. There was literally no time for her to explain
about these but it was so thoughtful of her to have printed all the instruction on a paper for us to
go through. We did not even get time to click a picture together at the airport!
It was a cozy and quick ride to Bristol by National Express bus. Since, it was my first visit to
Europe, I was mesmerized by the landscape and greenery all around. I was later told that I was
fortunate to visit the UK in the right season. At the bus station in Bristol, Mr Stephen Broomfield
(will be called Steve here onwards) came to receive us. He was very kind to show us the
accommodation (35 Alfred Hill) inside the hospital premises and treat us for the dinner.
At around 8pm, we came back to our accommodation. We were already feeling weird because it
was still so bright. Having learned about Norway as land of midnight sun since schooldays, I was
expecting longer days but it was quite an experiencing nightfall after 2230 hours!
Jun 4-8, 2022. Bristol Royal Infirmary (BRI) and St. Michael’s Hospital, Bristol
We met Steve at BRI and he took us directly to the operating theatre. Unlike in Nepal where we
have guards at most of the entrances, most of the non-public entrances and gates were unmanned
and could be accessed by cards only. Since, our cards were yet to be ready, Steve helped us get
through the places. We were in the theatre before 9am and there were a number of interesting cases
lined up, most of them being cochlear implants. Steve has got very fine hands and it was such a
treat to watch him operating. And he was very quick too. It was the first time I had been observing
a Cochlear Implant surgery and that got me quite excited as well as interested. We spend first two
days of the week in theatre, next two days in the clinic and the last day in the theatre again when
Mr Mike Smith came to pick us up to take us to his home in Hereford.
Jul 9-10, 2022. Hereford.
In the evening of Jun 8, Friday, Mike came to pick us up at our accommodation and he drove us
to Hereford through some stretches in the Wales. In between, he showed us around an old castle
too. Hereford is a lovely countryside, beautiful and relaxed. And the view from the window of the
room that I was offered was amazing. Mike’s wife, Fiona had cooked us a wonderful dinner and
we chatted till late night. Having lived in Nepal for a very long time, Mike and Fiona were very

attached to the country. We had a lot of fun during two days and experienced British lifestyle in
the countryside very closely. Amazingly, we were the only Asians in Hereford for those two days.
On Jun 10, Sunday, after a heavy breakfast, we headed to the train station to go to Liverpool with
a change of train in Crewe. It was so kind of Fiona to have packed lunch for us. We were on our
own for the first time. But having lived in Britain for a week and with a SIM card with access to
internet and an ATM card, we were already feeling like locals. It was mid-afternoon when we
arrived at Lime Street train station in Liverpool where we meet an amazing person by the name of
Mr Tristam Lesser.
Jul 11-15, 2022. Liverpool University Hospital, Aintree Hospital and Alder-Hayes Hospital,
Liverpool
The previous day, we arrived well at Derwent House, our accommodation in Aintree Hospital,
Liverpool University Hospitals, Liverpool. Since, we had some spare time in the afternoon, Mr
Lesser was kind enough to take us to the city center and show us around the places. We came to
know that Liverpool is mostly about Beatles and Anfield. On the beginning on the working day of
the week, which was Monday, Mr Lesser came to pick us up to the accommodation and drive us
all the way to Alder-Hayes Hospital, which is famous as a pediatric hospital. Mr Lesser retired a
couple of weeks ago but he had arranged everything for us. We got to meet Mr David Richardson
who was going to supervise us for the day. Mr Richardson is a maxillofacial surgeon specializing
in pinna reconstruction and he has performed hundreds of cases of pinna reconstruction especially
for microtia in fast few years. I had a great time watching him toil to get the perfect result. Apart
from getting to observe his skills, we also learnt that patience is of utmost importance for any
reconstructive surgery. During this week, we got to see another case of pinna reconstruction at
Aintree Hospital as well. In between, we were also a part of MDT and observed patients in the
OPD with various consultants. We also managed some time to visit Lake District National Park
courtesy my school teacher, Mr Ram Mani Bartaula, from my hometown, now settled in Lancaster.
Beautiful place it was! And a barbeque dinner at Mr Lesser’s place was quite a treat which let us
know more about British lifestyle. We had a wonderful time listening to his anecdotes and
wondered how he could talk on any subject in the universe.
Mr Lesser informed us that he once headed a council that looked into cases of medical negligence.
There was one such case, working on which, his team found that having to examine 30 patients in
the OPD resulted in higher chances of negligence and it was him who recommended the number
to be brought down to 12 so that each patient got enough time with the doctor and the doctor too
got enough time to arrive at a diagnosis and perform all the documentation. Quite a personality Mr
Lesser is. We’re lucky to have met him.
Jul 16-17, 2022. London.
We had our tickets booked from Lime Street Train station in Liverpool to London. We got on a
metro rail from the Frazerkerly Station which is just a couple of minutes of walk from the
accommodation at Aintree Hospital. Liverpool to London was by Avanti West Coast, which was
quite fast and comfortable. We got down at Euston and using Google Maps located our hostel in

Kings’ Cross which was just a few minutes of walk away. We’d dinner and crashed directly into
the bed.
Staying at Clink 261 was quite an experience. We were sharing room with French, German and
Korean people. Truly an international vibe. The first thing to do was to see the landmark, theTower
Bridge. It was surprising to find that bridge that I grew up with in nursery rhymes “London Bridge
is falling down” is in fact Tower Bridge. The whole day was spent visiting places like Trafalgar
Square, 10 Downing’s Street, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben, Parliament, Millennium Bridge,
London Eye and Chinatown. Overall, it was quite a fulfilling day.
On the second day, since there was not lot of time to spare because we had to be back to Bristol,
visited The British Museum, Russel Square and a few places around Kings’ Cross. Later in the
day, took Circle line to go to Paddington where we took a train to Bristol. Back in Bristol, we were
glad to get the same accommodation.
Jul 18-22, 2022. Bristol.
The second week in Bristol and our third in the UK began with a CME in Clifton. Steve had an
interesting presentation. We were enthusiastically introduced to this team of audiologists and
nurses and other healthcare providers who were associated with cochlear implant surgery. We
observed more cases of cochlear implant, middle ear implant, mastoid surgeries with Mr Stephen
Broomfield and a few other nose surgeries with other surgeons at both Bristol Royal Infirmary and
St. Michael’s Hospital. In between, we also attended an MDT and spent some in the office. We
also learnt something about NHS and how each British is glad that NHS happened to the UK. We
also explored the city. Trying Za Za Bazar for buffet dinner was quite an experience. The
harbourside in Bristol was a great place for relaxing.
Jul 23-Aug 02, 2022.
After three weeks of observership, I felt that there was more
to explore in the UK before I returned to Nepal. And I had to
explore it this time because there may not be a second visit. So
for next ten days or so, I visited several places around London
like Gillingham, Dover, Whitstable, Reading, Aldershot,
Watford, Bedford, Greenwich, Oxford and Plumstead.
Visiting Oxford was quite important. Back in Gatwick, there
was less than five times to spend with Ms Rosie because our
bus to Bristol was about to leave. I and Ms Rosie had been in
contact for last three years, since August 2019 when I won the
bursary. During these years, she had devoted a considerable
amount of time and effort to arrange the schedule for us, not
just once but twice. There was a lot to talk and also thank her
personally. Unfortunately, there was not enough time at
Gatwick. On July 30, my friends from Watford drove me to
Oxford where we first visited the university. It was amazing

getting the feel of how life would have been for over 600 years in Oxford. Everything was so
immaculately preserved. And they had an 800 years old tavern too which was still operational. It
was awesome visiting the same canteen which was showcased in Harry Potter movie series. After
the city tour, we spent a couple of hours at Ms Rosie’s place where I had been with four of my
other friends. Thanks to her for her warm welcome. We had some interesting talks in her garden.
And we got to take photos too.

In the end
The trip to the UK has been a life changing event for me. I realized that there are several behavioral
changes and changes to my practice that I needed to make for better patient care and a better me
as well. In the UK, I found that they make considerable use of thank yous and sorrys unlike in
Nepal. A patient in the UK is a central figure while in Nepal it’s the doctor and other healthcare
professionals. Similarly, due to lack of resources, we require to see a huge number of patients here
unlike in the UK where they examine only 12 patients in a day focusing more on quality care and
better experience for the patients. Another practice that surprised me was little or no use of
antibiotics in the UK. And the prescriptions had fewer medicines as well. They had access to best
equipment and technology. But there were a couple of shortcomings too like longer wait times
and cancellations of surgeries due to staff shortage in the UK.
Special thanks are due to Ms Rosie Martin, Mr Mike Smith, Ms Fiona Smith, Mr Tristam Lesser
and Mr Stephen Broomfield for their time, effort, guidance and hospitality. I’m also grateful to
surgeons in Bristol and Liverpool who went out of their way to show their skills and techniques to
us to carry back to Nepal. I’d also like to thank my Nepalese friends Aava, Ashish, Deep, Binod,
Dipesh, Sujan, Shova, Rani, Harry, Yunita and Eshor for hosting me and taking me on a tour to
various tourist destinations after the end of my training. The only recommendation that I would
like to make is organizing some events together with all the bursary recipients whenever any
trustee of Ear Aid Nepal comes to Nepal. Apart from missing the training in Dundee, everything
worked out so perfectly well for me. It was a kind of dream trip for me. Once again, I’d like to
thank Ear Aid Nepal and all the donors of the charity who made this trip possible for me and for
the memories that I’d be cherishing all my life.

